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[57] ABSTRACT 

Improved flexures and flexure assemblies are taught for use 
in tlicrmal regenerative machines. In one aspect, the flexure 
is a flat spring fomied from a flat metal sheet having kerfs 
forming axially movable arms across them, and at least one 
aperture communic&ting with and extending from an end 
portion of the kerl One variation includes a flexure bearing 
assembly having such a flexure. In accoidance with another 
aspect, a tfaeimodynamic macbiDe has a bousing carried 
stator and a piston and linear moving element carried by i 
flexure bearing assembly. In accordance with yet another 
aspect, 1 piston and displaoer assembly axe configured to be 
mcvably supported together within a chamber in a bousing 
of a thermal regeaeratlve machine via a fiexure assembly. In 
accordance with yet another aspect, an internally mounted 
flexure bearing assembly includes a body configured to carry 
a tubular member, with the tubular member fiuther carrying 
a central moving axial member within the tubular member 
via a flexure assembly in the form of at least one flat spring. 
One variation includes a retaining member for retaining the 
flat springs in assembly. 

39 Claims^ 9 Drawing Sheets 
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FLEXURE BEARING SUPPORT Iraprovementshavc been made to more effectively \ise the 
ASSEMBLIES, WITH PARTICULAR Stirling cyde working space in tbe compression q>ace of 

APPLICATION TO STIRLING MACHINES Stirling cyde engines and coolers. Instead of forming the 
displBcer directly from the linear reciprocatiDg member 

TECHNICAL FIELD 5 within such a Stirling device, attempts have been made to 
Ihis inventioo lekles to power convefsion machinery. »P^2     ^f}^       "he siting piston of the linear 

such as a compressor. Stirling cycle engine or heat pump, »l«nialor. or alternatively, a lineu drive motor. Such tech- 
and more particularly to improved internally mounted flex- niques have mvolved monntmg the dispUoer via a gas spnng 
ure bearing assemblies for coaxial non-roUtiDg linear recip- associated power generator or electiic 
rocating members used in power conversion machinery. " tnotor. Therefore, the morc-traditional censtnic&onofapair 

of free-pistons that ooouDumcate solely tbroogh tbe mutual 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION fluid communication of a woddng gas is fiiitbei modified to 
. ^    ,.               ..         L    e   .L.     1 provide communication through a more self-oontained 

Non-routmg hnear reciprocating members for thermd guch constniction provides a 
regenerauve machines. partKularly for onesbeiag used ^ n,o,,;flfcclive u^ of the Stirling cycle wotking s^ace in the 
Sttrlmg C^cle machines, are subjected m use to extended compression space of a StirUng cycle device. Hence, 
periods of cyclical operation. One or more reciprocating ^^^^ ^^.^ "^^j^^^     provided within the device, 
members are tj^ically formed m a SUrhng Cycle Machine. AdditionaDy. the manufactuir of the cylinders and seals is 
Shding se Js and ^s sprmgs have been mcotporated mto ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^     ,^ ^ reducUon in required cuachin- 
suchiMctanes ID order to form smtablereopr^ ^ ^   tolerances aodAir in the number of cjnceniric parts 
bets. For ejtample, Stirling cyde macbmtt ineoiporate ^ ^e cooflgmed in an assembly. However, sach a 
reciproeatmg elements with associated mtemal andAir extet- ^^^^^ arrangement of dual pistons resulu in a mecbani- 
nai seals. configuntion lhat has a coiDplcx system dynamics. 

A typical application for intcrually mounted flcxural beai- Furthermore, it proves difficult to properly size the displacer 
ing assemblies in power conversion machinery is found on ^5 relative to the gas spring 
a Stirling cycle electric power generator^Ooe tj^ical con- ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ 
figuration of this generator has a movable di^Ucer con- ^^^^^^    Stirling cycle machines and to impl-ove the 
Uined within an enclosed wortog chamber Tbe displacer jemcntalion of fle^^ral bearings and cIcaraiJ seals in 
forms a movable piston within ^lo generator housing, trans- ^^^^^ j^^^^ particularly, bw cost assembly tech- 
femng working fluid back and forth between a 30 aigu^, for &CC pistoo Stirling cyde dcvicxs arc d«ur^^^^^ 
^acc (a low temperature^acc) and ^^.xp^sion space (a ^ g^^jj        device wbidi can be manu&ctured 
1^ temperature space). A pow^r cxtracUon piston is pro- ^                    ^       ^^^^ ^ assembled, 
^ ui flmd communication with U.e comprtssion space. ^^^^^               micfaining of compoocnls, enables 
Additionally, a fluid flow path transfers working fluid fom ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ assemblies while still providing 
^e expansion space to the compression space tough a gas 35     ^^rk>n of flexurll bearing assemblies, proVides fcr 
heater, a regenerator, ai>d a gas cooler, respectively. ^^^.^^    displaceis to pistoas while reducing the 

Heat is apph'ed to the healer bead, causing the displacer to complexity of the system dynamics produced by springing 
reciprocate within a cylinder between the compression and dispUocr 10 the piston of a Stirling cycle device, has a 
expansion ^ces. As a result, working fluid is transferred y^^^ service life and is rugged, durable, reliable, of simpli- 
cycUraUy bade and forth through the urtemil beat exdiang- 40 fied design and of relatively economical manufacture and 
en. Tbe working gas is cooled as it flows tbiough the gas assembly, 
cooler, adjacent to tbe compressbn space, and heated as it 
flows through the gas heater, adjacent to Che expan^oo BRIEF DESCRIFHON OF THE DRAWINGS 
space. Depending on the direction of fluid Sow, the regen- 
ewtor acts as an energy storage device thai extracU heat 45    Preferred embodiments of the invention are described 
from the gas passing from the gas heater to the gas cooler, below with reference to the following accompanying draw- 
and stores it for about one-half of an engine cycle. Tbe u^gS' 
stored beat is returned to the gas one-half cycle later as the FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view of a StirUog engine 
gas flows from tbe gas cooler to tbe gas heater. External heat generator having improved flexuxal bearing support nsscm- 
is supplied to tbe gas heater at the bot end where heat is 50 bly features embodying this invention; 
applied by a source to tbe exterior of the heater bead. p^Q ^ is a simplified schematic exploded view illustrat- 
Pressure oscillations in the compression chamber (low tem- j^g the flexural bearing support assembly features of FIG. 1; 
peraturt space) cause the working piston of the linear FIG. 3 is a simplified schematic center line sectional view 
alternator to reciprocate, cieatmg a source of electncal rear-mosi flexural bearing assembly for the linear 
power therefrom. $5 ^temator of HGS. 1 and 2; 

However, presently available constriction techniques YlG.4ist simplified schematic center line sectbnal view 
have proven cosily, onen requiring large amounis ot ^f a linear motor/lincar alternator stator oonfieuration suit- 
machimng to produce a^embled components that realize ^           g^^^ ^^^^  ^^^^^     PJQ 3 
desired abgnment of parts upon assembly. Furthermore, , .     .        ^          ,    .     „ • 
present techniques often result in part assembUcs that pro- 60    FIG, 5 is a simphfled schcmadc view lUustraling a pnor 
duce stack up of errois in toleranced dimensions. Also, such *^ displacer sprung to piston utilizing a gas spnng; 
techniques prove difficult to manufacture and assemble. FIO-   ts * simplified schematic view illustrating a prior 
Additionally, many thermal regenerative machines have at art conventional displacer sprung to ground, and decoupled 
least two indcpendeol free piston reciprocating members ^om a piston; 
that cooperate, in operationt to transfer energy between an 6S    FIG. 7 ilhistrates actual displacer flexural amplitude rela- 
electric and a thermal state. Therefore, improvements in tive to displacer amplitude ''seen" by tbe compression and 
flexure bearing assemblies are needed. expansion spaces for various piston amplitudes and phase 
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logics according to the di^laccr sprung to piston caostiuc- respectively, for accommodating relative axial movement 
tioa utiliziDg a flexure of HGS, 1 and 2; between the piston and the displacer. 

FIG.«is a plan view illusliating a reduced weight flexural , In aocordance with yet another aspect of this mveoiion, an 
spring used in the device of HGS. 1 and 2; mtcmally mounted flexure bearing assembly is taught for 

^ .      *     .        ^ ^-         1.         1 5 use with coaxial non-roUtmg linear rcciprocatmg members 
HG. 9 js a plao view lUustrating an altcmaUvely con- conversion machinery, Tht assembly has an «ial 

structcdflcxural spring for use in the device of HGS. land njembcr centered about a reference axis and a tubular 
2; member having a hollow interior structure. The axial mem- 

FIG, 10 is a vertical sectional view of a Stirling engine ber extends within the hollow interior sirucluie of the 
generator having alternatively constructed power module tubular member. Additionallyp the assembly includes a body 
and improved flcxural bearing support assembly features configured to cany the tubular member and a flexure in the 
embodying this invention; iSorm of at least one fiat spring positioned across the hollow 

FIG. U is a vertical sectional view of a Stirling engine interior structure of the tubular member. The flat spring 
generator having another alternatively constructed power inchides radially spaced connections for securing the flat 
module and improved flexuraJ bearing support assembly 15 spring to be carried by the axial member and tbe tubular 
features embodying this invention; and member, respectively, for aocommodatiog relative axial 

FIG. U is a vertical sectional view of a Stirling engine movement between the axial member and the tubular mem- 
generator having yet another alternatively constructed * ^, , 
power module andimproved flexuralbearing support asscm- ^ ^ iwordaacc ^ih yet another aspect of flusinvention, an 
bly feamrcs embodying this invention. 20 mtemaUy mounted flexure beanng assembly w taught for 

use v^th coaxial non-rotating linear reciprocating members 
DETAE-ED DESCRIPTION OF THE in power conversion machinery. The assembly has a first 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS member centered about a reference axis, and a coaxial 
^ .   ^ . ^ ^ second member having a hollow interior structure. Tbe first 

This disclosure of the invention is submitted m fixnbcr- member extends within the hollow interior structure of the 
aoce of the constitutional pun>oses of tbe U.S. Patent Laws member. A plurality of flat springs are provided in 
"to promote the progress of science and useful arts" (Artide assembly, each formed from a flat meUl sheet having 
1, Section 8). j^^^ foimiag axially movable arms across them, the flat 

In accordance with one aspect of this invention, a flexure spring including radially spaced inner and outer peripherics 
is taught for use in an internally mounted flexure bearing 3^ for facilitating mounting to the first and the second 
assembly for supporting coaxial non-rotating first and sec- members, respectively. The assembly includes a retaining 
ond linear reciprocating members in power convetsioa member constructed and arranged to retain tbe plurality of 
machinery. The flexure has a flat spring formed from a flat fltt springs in a stacked oonflguration so as to form a 
metal sheet having kerfs forming axially movable arms pre-fsbricated assembly that mates in assembly with the first 
across them. The flexure also has at least one aperture and tbe second mating members. 
communicating vsath and extending from an end portion of ^ preferred embodiment of a free piston Stirling cyde 
tbe kerf. Tbe flat spring includes radially spaced connections device having improved flexvral bearing support assemblies 
for connecting in assembly to tbe first and the second referred to as a. Stirling power generator is generally desig- 
member, respectively. The assembled spring accommodates n^ted with reference numeral 10 in FIG. 1, Power generator 
relative axial movement between the first and the second formed by joining together t power module 12 and an 
membeES while maintainiog the first and the second mem- engine module 14 with a plurality of circumferenciaUy 
bees in coaxial alignment. In a related aspect, a flexure spaced apart threaded fasteners 16. The inside of power 
bearing assembly having the fleme is also taught generator 10 is filled with a charge of pressurized thermo- 

!□ accordance with another a^ect of this invention, a dynamic working fluid such as Helium. Alternatively, hydxo- 
tbermodynamic machine is taught. Tbe machine includes a 45 gen or any of a number of suitable thennodynamically 
housing having an internal chamber and a stator having a optimal woridng fluids can be used to fill and charge 
central bore, the stalor carried by the housing. The machine generator 10, Exemplary woridng pressures for the working 
also includes a linear moving clement supported for recip- fluid are in the range of about 100 psi to 3000 psL In 
rocation within the stator central bore, a piston carried by the operation, a heat source 18 applies heat to a heater bead 20 
linear moving element for reciprocation within a cylinder 50 of the displacer module 14, causing power module 12 to 
bore of the chamber, and at least one flexure bearing generate a supply of electric power. A displacer 22, corn- 
assembly including radially spaced ooimections for connect- pnsiDg a movable displacer piston, reciprocates in operation 
ing in assembly to the linear moving element and the stator, between a hot space 24 and a cold space 26 in response to 
respectively, for accommodating relative axial movement thermodynamic heating of the hot space from heater head 20 
between the stator and the element 55 via heat source 18. In operation, displacer 22 moves working 

In accordance with even another aspect of this invention, gas between the hot and cold spaces 24 and 26. A power 
a piston and displacer assembly are configured to be mov- piston 28, suspended to freely reciprocate within power 
ably supported v»athin a chamber in a housing of a thermal module 12 and in direct fluid communication with working 
regenerative machine. Tbe assembly includes a piston con- gas within cold space 26, moves in response to cyclic 
structed and arranged to communicate witii a working gas in 60 pressure variations within tbe cold space caused by recip- 
tbe chamber, and supported for reciprocation witiiin a bore rocation of displacer 22. Piston 28 is fixedly mounted to rod 
of the chamber. A displacer is also constructed and ananged 34 via a double-ended, Uircaded rod which fadliutes assem- 
to communicate with the working gas in the chamber, and is bly and maintenance. 
supported for redprocation within a bore of the chamber. According to the novel aspects of this invention, displacer 
Furthermore, the assembly includes at least one flexure 65 22 is supported for reciprocation by power piston 28 via a 
bearing assembly including radially spaced connections for pair of flexure bearing assemblies 30 and 32. Also according 
connecting in assembly to the piston and the displacer, to the novel aspects of this inventioo, piston 28 is supported 
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for redprocation on altemttor shaft 34 -via f exuie beating rttaioed aloag an outer periphery via a mountiDg ring 56 to 
assemblies 36 and 3S. Eacb assembly 30,32, 3£ and 38 is tbe stack of stationary iron laminatioos 40. Furthermore, the 
mounted to an associated support structure via a plurality of latninatioas 40 ate secured in assembly between ibe outer 
ciraimfercntiaUy spoccd-apart threaded fasteners. More mounting ring 56 and a similar mounting ring 57 that seats 
particularly, assembly 36 is supported, or carried by aa array 3     contact with body 44 via a shoulder formed by a groove 
of stationary iron laminations 40. Laminations 40 form part ^ support the entire assembly. Detoils of flat spiral 
of a linear alleniator of power module 12, and provide a springs according to the construction depicted in HO. 9 are 
tubular member in assembly. Alternatively, laminations 40 disclosed k ^lic«it'» co-pcnding U.S. patent application 
form part of a linear motor. Even fuctber, aeeoiding to the Ser. No. 08/105.156. enutled "Improved Flexure Beanng 
novel aspects of this invention, flexure bearing assemblies lO Support. VTnh Particulii Application to Stirling Madmies", 
30. 32 and 36. 38 cao be fonned wilh a reduced weight incorporated by refcrenw. now U.S. Pat No. 5.522, 
flexure construction. Alternatively, a sUndard flex»i« con- 214, issued Jun. 4, 1996. Details of improved sprmgs 
Struction can be used constructed according to FIGS. 1 and 8 include apertures 58 

With the exception of tbe above-mentioned novel aspects, '^'^ f T                   f^t^^^^^''^ « Biven spring >TriiB luc c*i»ijuuu wi lu^i ovurs, uKuiiuu^uvy^t^i^*^ constant, Bod While faciliUtmg fluid passage and wire rout- 
a Stirling cycle machine similar to power generator 10 js .        '                        "       «- & 
disclosed in our U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/637,923, _ ^.    j ,       , .u   i-        i.     . < 
filed on May 1, 1996 and entitled "Heater Head and Regcn- "^^^^ V/^i^'^^ 
etator Assemblies for Thermal Regenerative Machines". ^i^^J^ 
Usting inventors as Laurence B Penswick and Ray 190, entifled "Tineax Electlodyn«^^ 
Eibe^ik. This Ser. No. 08/637.923 application, which is 2° ofUsing Same", herein mooipw.ted by refew^^^ 
now U.S. Pat. No. _ is hereby incorporated by «fc«n«. T'TS ^.^^"Zi^ 

According to tte device of HO. 1, Sdrliag power gen. fonnapiuialityofspacedapattradially extendingstatioDary 
erator 10 is configured as a portable power generator. lamination sett defining a plurality of sUtor 
AHemaiUvely, generator 10 can be a stationary power gen- ^j^^^ ^ magnetic receiving slots. An aitay 
eiator. Further aUernaUvely, remote pov^r gen^^^ „f                     ^         50 ,„ bonded to the inner 
be reconfiguied such that power module 12 is si^iplied with diameter of stationary laminations 40 for the purpose of 
a Miiree of electrical current to produce in etaaric moior, producing magnetic flux. Accordingly, each magnet 60 is 
and displacer module 14 eia be leooofigined to ron in mounted within the pluraUty of magtiet receiv- 
response to cyclic presstm waves eieated by «ta electee ^ ^^ts. Furthermore, the magncte have an axial polarity, 
isotor so as to form t cold bead in the region of head 20, ^          ^^^^      la^rions 62 are secured to 
producing a coohng ettect generauy m tne regioo oi neat ^ ^^j^       ^              laminations move in 
source 18. reciprocating motion along wilh piston 28 of FIG. 1. Lami- 

A variety of diffcreat heat soniccs 18 can be used to dnve nations 62 form at least in part a linear moving element, or 
tbepowcrgcncralorlOof FIG. 1. A fiber matrix burner that member of an altcraalor. A plurality of threaded 
bums natural gas, propane, or some other flammable gas or fastened 64 arc received through radially spaced apart 
fuel can be used to heal bead 20. A cavity in the burner is through holes in each lamination 62, restraining the lami- 
shaped to receive bead 20, transferring heat primarily by nations 62 together. The lamination assembly is then 
radiation to head 20. Such a burner construction is disclosed retained on shaft 34 by a washer 66 and threaded nut 72 
in Applicant's co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. engaged wilh threads 70 at one end, and a washer 69 and 
08/332,546, enliUcd ♦'Hybrid Solar Power Receiver for Heat threaded out 71 at an opposite end. By threading nuts 71 and 
Engines", herein incorporated by reference. Alternatively, a 72 onto shaft 34, with spacer coDar 68 inserted between 
moie traditional conveciive burner fired by natural gas, assembly 38 and laminations 62, tbe lamioalioQs 62 and 
propane, fossil or synthetic fuels, a solid biomass burner, a assembly 38 are axiaify secured onto shaft 34. Relative 
solar heater, or a nuclear fueled heat source could be used. notion between moving laminations 62 and sUtionary lami- 

As depicted in FIG. I, power module 12 includes a linear nations 40 produces electrical power that is output tbrou^ 
alternator that is driven by reciprocating motion of power a power feed through port and plug 74 via wires 76, 
piston 28 within a receiving bore 42 of a power module Jt) facilitate assembly of the alternator, mounting ring 56 
housing 44. Aclearance seal 46 is fonxied between piston 28 xs used to support shaft 34 by means of flexure bearing 
and bore 42, enabling displacer induced cyclic pressure 50 assembly 36, opposite from piston 28. A phiralily of cir- 
waves to ad on piston 28 via working fluid sealed within cumfcrcnlially spaced-apart threaded fasteners 78 are used 
internal cavities of power generator 10. An elongated end \Q retain ring 56 to bousing 44. In this manner, flcxural 
cap 48 mounts to an end of bousing 44 with fasteners 50, bearing assembly 36 mounts directly to tbe stack of lami- 
c nab ling internal access wbcn assembling and maintaining nations 40, or stator of the power module 12. Therefore, 
the alternator. A resilient elastomcric seal 52 is positioned 55 fasteners 78 retain both ends of the alternator io cantilever 
between end cap 48 and housing 44, scaling them together fashion to bousing 44. In this manner, module body 44 can 
under the compressive force of secured fistcncrs 50. be constructed from a smaller piece of material, since it is 
Alternatively, end cap 48 can be welded to housing 44 to ojjy necessary to provide support for the internal workings 
provide a hermetically sealed assembly. Piston 28 is carried of power module 12 in the region adjacent flexural bearing 
by alternator shaft 34 in accurate axial reciprocation via the assembly 38. Hence, elongated end cap 48 will substantially 
pair of flexure bearing assemblies 36 and 38. Each assembly encompass the bulk of power module 12, functioning prin- 
is formed horn a stack of flat springs 54 described in fiirther cipally as a pressure vessel, while module body 44 supports 
detail below with respect to FIGS. 8 and 9. aild carries the internal components iadependendy of the end 

According to FIG. 1, fleioire assembly 38 is reuined cap 48. A suitable construction for end cap 48 allows its 
along an outer periphery directly to bousing 30 within 65 construction with reduced cost, greatly contributing to a 
circiunferential receiving groove 55, thereby supporting reduced necessity for macbimng and a great reduction in 
alternator shaft 34 at a first end. Flexure assembly 36 is component cost when building power module 12. 
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RefciriogtoFIG. l.tstufier assembly 80 is securely fitted which in turn are mounted to iimer mouotiBg ring 57 and 
within beater bead 20 to direct the flow of working gas module body 44, respectively. ID this manaer, the liiwar 
between hot space 24 and cold space 26, through heat motor/alteroator stator laminiition sudc 44 also functions as 
exchanger 82. Movement of displaccr 22 reciprocating a structural elcmcnl that provides for flexure alignment and 
within engine module 14 causes the flow of working gas s sv^jport within device 10. Such oonstniction enables a sig- 
there between. Additionally, the stufferbore 23 is formed by nlflcant reduction in the size of module body 44, and aa 
assembly 80 inside of which displaoer 22 rcdprocales to increase in the size of end cap 48 since body 44 is only 
form the clearance seal 7S there between- A plurality of ^       ^ the internal components of device 10 a 
thermUradjalion sbelds«6are provided withm displaccr 22 ,             of the stack of laminations 40 via the drcum- 
in order to improve the «pmie of radiant heat ener^ ^^^^ receiving shoulder 59 formed therein. ITierefbre, 
hot space 24 being apphcd by burner 18. A regenerator 88, ^^^^ body 44 can be greatly reduced, 
earned by stufifer assembly 80, provides heat storage for cIuniDtSnB a significant amouot of fcnninTand machimDK 
fluid flowing in one dire^on and i««/ecovery for ft„d which was previously reqnired to forina much larger vexsiM 
flowing in the opposite dirert.oa. A threaded nng 89 is „f         ^ody 44. FoTexample, it is no longer necessary 
received on stutter assernbly 80, trapping regenerator 88 on jj machine a deep bore or flireaded holes in the bottom the 
assembly 80. Ring 89 is u«d to mount «sembly 80 w^in j    ^ore. SiMaxly. end cap 48 is foniied bom a deep draw 
eogioe module 14. Rmg 89 «     ««Ho assembly 80 by or a roll forming operation to provide a pressure vessel-type 
applying a thin lay er of cpoxy adhesive to a recused portion construction which canbe produced more economically thin 
akmg an mner diameter of nng 89, then »«emblmg the nng casttoacfained component. Ttercfoxe. a 
to the assembly. DeUils of such a heater head 20, stufier ^ reduction in the length of module body 44 and an increase 
assembly 80, and displaoer 22 are sunflar to Uiose disdosed a»: length of elongate end cap 48 produces a housing there 
u oitr U S. patent niphcabon Ser. No. 0«/637.923 ai|d „f sigaific«iUy redu<id c^st and complexity, 
entitled "Assemblies for Thermal Reeenerauve Machines", ,      ^         .   '     ,             j  ..j- ,• 
listing inventors as Laurence B. Penswick and Riy In cQutrast. previous conslructiops as depicted in apph. 
Eibeznik. and previously incorporated by reference.         „ ^^^"^^^ U.S patent .ppbcaUon Ser. No. 08/637, 

A     J-    / T-T^ «           *•       \ on 2 ' 4^   11   " 923, filed OD M«y 1, 1996 and previously incorporated by 
Aocordmg »<? FIG I, a mouatmg post 90 i» integraUy utilize an elongated version of module body 44 

formed from piston 28 Post 90 form, a reduced di«neter ^               f                lamination stack 40 
portion of the piston onto which flexure bearmg assemblies ^ ^     assemblies 36 and Malong each end. Wth such 
30 and 32 are moimled m spaced apart relauon ^ oonstniction, end cap 48 simply fLlions as an access 
92. washer 94, and retammg nut 96. A plurality of fasteners j   ^ ^ j ihc bousing. 
98 retain the outer periphery of assembhes 30 and 32 in * u«i«m». 
spaced Miart relation via a cylindrical spacer 100 to displacer improvement t^tiog Bom tte tow cost 
22 supporting displacer 22 onto piston 28. assembly technique depicted scbematieaUy in FIG. 2 results 

DisplTcer assembly 22 of HO. 1 is formed from a ^^^"^ ^ ^l^^^l"^^ 
mult^te piece construction to facilitate assembly within 55 "'"^tmg post »aiul flexor 
bore 23 Ld on post 90. Assembly 22 includes cap 102 More partoilarly, an additional feature a disclos«I ^ 
formed from beat resistant Jloy. and a displaoer tub^ 104. 2 m that displacer 22 and power piston 28 are siwd with the 
Cap 102 is attached to mbe 104 with a brazed joint. Ty>bc 104 ".me diameter which allows for useof a imgle «»nmon 
and cap 102 are then momited via threads 106 to a tubuhir '^yhndc* bore 84 w,^ power module body 44. Such 
chassis 108. -nibular chassis 108 forms a tubular shaped 40 '^'^^T^ * 
Clearance seal member, sized relative to post 90 to fori a '""^^t^^^ ^^V^i^*?"*? ""f^ * "^f™*"" 
clearance seal U4 there between. Ibc multiple piece eon- ^"^f'^.                    • significant unount of 
stnK:aoii of displaoer 22 fadliUtes its assembly to post 90 """^^bmiiig. and eUminaies any n«dtoproduce a plurdi^of 
and allows for^iiodic inspection and maiDtoJancer ^"'^^""-^ '^'^             "       ^3 and 42 (of HG. 

FIG. 2 illustrates schematically in center line sectional 45 ^\   .      . «... 
and exploded view the simplified and low cost assembly of As shown m HO. 2. a single prune moving component is 
power generator 10 provided by the flexure beating assem- carried wittan generator 10. by momiUng it to a angle 
biy improvements detailed herein. TVro significant improve- module bo.^ 44. after which elongated eod cap 48 is 
ments are provided by this construction: namely, mounUng tuounted and sealed at a first en^ ud heater head 30 is 
of outer flexure assembly 36 on lamination 40 via mounting ,0 mo™tM.«M        « • »«>M end. TTie mnainmg sution- 
ring 56 enables one to reduce the sizeof module body 44 and ^          "*'"f?^    "S?"? naountmg together moturt- 
eliminate the need to machine threaded holes and bores in ™SS «        along with the stationary mm lamination 
the bottom of a deep cavity wiihk an otherwise long bousing locluding magnets 60. 
body, and form the end cap 48 in an elongated geometry The single prime moving component of FIG. 2 is formed 
configured to fuactioa principally as a pressure vessel; and 55 from alternator shaft 34, moving iron lamination 62, flexure 
springing displacer 22 on piston 28 makes more efEdent use bearing assemblies 36 and 38, power piston 28, mounting 
of the Stirling cycle worldng space within the compression post 90, flexure assemblies 30 and 32, and displaccr 22. The 
space, reducing dead volume, and simplifies the manuf ac- entire assembly is supported within the above-listed station- 
ture of the dearaooe seals, and reduces the amplitude of ary components by flexure assemblies 36 and 38. 
displacement that the flexures are subjected to in operation. <Q Fnilhermore, displacer 22 is resilicnlly supported on mount- 
Hence, the arrangement can be formed with reduced size, ing post 90 via flexure bearing assemblies 30 and 32. 
weight, and cost of the pressure vessel that cncbses the cold according to a coostructioa which will be discussed in 
end of the device. Similarly, such construction can form a further detail below. 
drive motor. In order to ensure a proper clearance seal, the radial outer 

According to the first improvement, outer flexure assetn- (S suifaoe of mouoting post 90 and power piston 28 are 
bly 36 is mounted dvectly onto outer mounting ring 56, and machined simultaneously after joining them together by 
ring 56 is mounted directly onto the stack of laminations 40, welds, or fasleoers, io order to improve accuracy and reduce 
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cost. These surfaces are relied on to realize deaxancc seals 
between the outer surface of power piston 2S and bore 84, 
as well as between the outer surface of mounting post 90 and 
an opening within displaccr 22 which forms deaxuioe seal 
I14» Hence, the accuracy in dimensioning these surfaces is 
important to realizing a desired clearance seal therealong. 
Similarly, the surface dimensions of mounting rings 56 and 
57 as well as the outer dimensions and end dimensions of 
stationary laminations 40 must be properly dimensioned in 
order to realize the accurate axial support of alternator shaft 
34 within device 10 when assembled. 

Similarly, power module body 44 roust support the sta- 
tionary (or statoi) portion of the alternator. Heuce, all 
machining operations on the module body 44 can be done in 
one setup, minimizing costs while maiDttiniog a high level 
of accuracy between cylinder bore 84 via groove 55 and the 
stalor support provided by groove 59. 

It is envisioaed that the device depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2 
can be supplied with power such that lamicalioos 40 and 62, 
along with magnets 60 cooperate together to form a linear 
motor. In such a construction, heater head 20 would form a 
cooler bead. 

Aocordiog to the construction of FIGS. 1 and 2, it is also 
desirable vo design in features that eliminate or mitigate 
wear between reciprocating components that can result from 
unplanned contacts between piston and cylinder components 
of device 10. Although the piston and cylinder constructions 
of device 10 are designed to avoid any rubbing contact, and, 
in fact, arc designed to provide clearance seals there 
between, abnormal operating conditions can result in con- 
tacts there between. For example, abnormal conditions can 
result from externally imposed shock or vibration loads, 
which can be expected during use under certain extreme 
conditions. For normal operating conditions where no rub- 
bing contact occurs between piston and cylinder 
combinations, no wear or particle generation results during 
normal operation. However, under such aboonnal operating 
conditions the normally maintained clearance seal between 
precision pistons supported by flexure bearings and associ- 
ated cylinders in which the pistons nde will produce abnor- 
mal contacts. Since the clearance gap of a clearance seal 
must be small in size in order to minimize the dynamic 
cyclic flow losses between gas spaces cm either side of a 
piston, such clearance gaps very little room is available to 
accommodate out of position lateral movement. Therefore, 
typical sbodc and vibration loads can be realistically 
expected to produce intermittent contacts during periods of 
nigged use. Such is the case, even though the flescurc radial 
stiffness of the flat spiral springs is selected such that no 
contact occurs between Ibe piston and cylinder during 
normal use, which may include orientation in various posi- 
tions that change tbe direction of the gravity load on the 
device. In order to eliminate or mitigate wear from 
unplanned contacts, an attempt is made to ensure that 
different materials and/or hardness conditions are employed 
between the associated pistons and cylicdcis forming clear- 
ance seals on the device 10 of FIGS. 1 and 2. 

One approach for mitigating wear or particle generation 
utilizes the implementation of a low friction wear resistant 
coating such as a Xylan"^ coaling, manufactured by Whit- 
ford Cbrporation. West Chester, Pa. With this exemplary 
approach, a spray coating of Xylanis applied to a piston 
(such as piston 28 or displaccr 22 of FIO. 1) which has been 
processed to receive the coating. Typical process steps 
include grit blasting, dcaning, applying Xylan^ coating, 
partially curing, reooating with Xylan^, and finaUy curing 
the resulting product. A final machining operation is then 
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performed on tbe coated piston in order to finish-size the 
Xylan™ coated piston. Alternatively, sudi a processing 
operation can be performed on a cylinder in which the piston 
is to be received, after which a final bore diameter is sized 

5 therein by a finishing bore operation through the coated 
cylinder. 

Another approach is to bard anodize either the piston or 
the cylinder, such tbat one of the two components has a 
hardness greater than the other. For example, piston 28 can 
be hard anodized to produce a different hardness condition 
along the piston than the bore 42. In the event that a contact 
occurs there between, any wear will occur along bore 42, 
preventing any damage to tbe outer surface of piston 28. 

According to the Xylan''*' coating and anodizing 
X5 approaches described above, such an implementation can be 

utilized to protect from wear or particle generation along 
clearance seal 46 (see FIG. 1), of clearance seal 114 (sec 
FIG. 2), or of clearance seal 25 provided between displacer 
22 and stufEer bore 23 (see FIG. 1). 

20 According to FIGS. 3 and 4, further flexure bearing 
assembly improvements are depicted which can be option- 
ally iooorporated into the device of FIGS. 1 and 2. Accord- 
isg U) the construction of FIO. 3, a plurality of flat spiral 
springs 54 are mutually supported in a pre-fabricated 

2S stacked configuration via an inner can 138 and an outer can 
140 for modular assembly within a device similar to device 
10 of FIGS. 1 and 2. By mounting springs 54 in nested and 
stacked arrangement within the inner and outer cans, a 
post-assembly machining operation can be performed in 

30 order to realize accurate dimensions along inner shaft bore 
146 and outer sLator ring diameter 148. Hence, bote 146 can 
be provided in accurate coaxial relation with outer diameter 
148 as it seats within tbe mounting device. Then, according 
to FIG. 3, inner can 138 and outer can 140 have an integrally 

35 formed shoulder at one eod, and an open mouth at the 
opposite end such that springs 54 are received about inner 
can 138 and within outer can 140, after which an inner and 
an outer cylinder cap 142 and 144 are fixed to each, 
respectively. Can 140 and cap 144, as well as can 138 and 

43 cap 142 each form a retaining member for retaining the outer 
ajod inner peripheries, respectively, of the stack of springs 
54. Preferably, each flexure has a plurality of holes along its 
iooer asd outer edge through which a plunlity of fasteners 
141 are received for retaining eadi cap to each associated 

45 can* as well as to retain Ibe flexures in rotatably fixed 
relation there between. One suitable fastenci construction is 
provided by a out and bolt assembly. Other suitable fastener 
constructions are provided by rivets. In summary, the outer 
diameter 148 and the central bore 146 are accurately 

50 DQachtned in one operation, resulting in a high degree of 
concentricity there between. 

According to FIG. 4, an inner stator ring 150 and an outer 
stator ring 152 are affixed to either end of the stadc of 
stationary laminations 40. In one coostrudion, eadi ring is 

SS welded to one cod of the stack of laminations. Subsequently, 
the machines are accurately machined relative to the bore 
154 of the stator during a single operation. The inner stalor 
ring interfaces in assembly with a stator support that is 
machined into a cylinder body of tbe device in which it is 

6Q being used. For example, if such a construction is imple- 
roemed on the device of FIGS. 1 and 2, inner stator ring 150 
would interface with a circumferential receiving groove 
similar to groove 59 of FIGS, I and 2. Accordingly, a 
circumferential receiving groove 156 formed on inner stator 

65 ring 150 would concurrently nest in ecgagemcDt with flex- 
ure bearing assembly 136 (of FIO. 3) (which would be 
substituted for the flexure bearing assembly 38 of FIGS. 1 
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aDd 2). AcoordiiDgly, with this construction flcxuic bearing arraDgcincnt of the compooents depicted in FIGS. 3 and 4. 
assembly 136 (of FIG. 3) would be nested between a module Such a modular conslructioii for a flexure assembly 136 aixl 
body, or bousing and inner stator ring 150, via circumfcr- a staler arrangcmcnl shown in FIG. 4 is suitable for a laige 
ential grocyvc 156, Dumber of Stirling-type machines, including various engino 

SimHarly, outer stator ring 152 contains a circumferential 5 and cooler coastnictions« 
receiving groove 158 into which flexure assembly 136 (of A second benefit provided by Ibe construction features of 
FIG. 3) is received via outer diameter 14«. Preferably, the device 10, according to FIGS. 1 and 2 results from springiDg 
outer flexure bearing assembly, provided by a construction displacer 22 onto power piston 28 via mounting post 90 and 
similar to flexure assembly 136 (of FIG. 3), is retained in flexure bearing assemblies 30 and 32. In order to best 
outer stator ring 152 via a plurality of threaded fasteners. understand the benefits resuldng from such a construction, a 
Alternatively, a clamp can be used to rcUin ficxuic assembly review of presently available techniques will be of benefit, 
136 within groove 158 therealong. according to the devices depicted in FIGS. 5 and 6, and 

According to the consiniciioo of FIGS. 3 and 4, bore 146 discussed below, 
is provided in accurate concentric relation to stator bore 154 FIG- 5 illustrates a prior art implemenUtion depicting a 
along the sUclc of laminations 40 by enabling accurate ^ displacer 160 that is sprung to a mechanical piston 162 
machining of bore 146 and outer diameter 148, and accurate J^hio * common ^rlinder bore 164, by way of a gas luring 
machining of mating surfaces on rings 150 and 152, as well f°? *           ^^,^^1 *° ™ constniction. piston 
as groove 156 and 158. By assembling the flexure assembly » Y'^f^}^,                    "^^^Jg * 
11% fU^r.              rr./^tViTi» «.rfar^« ^AAmr^f^tAs^ MT/A alietnatoL lu this manner, displacer 160 moves m rcapro- 136, then subsequcnUymacW^ ^        g       ^ J 
pre-assembhng lhcde^ ^ Displacer 160 and piston 162 tom^di^"^^ 
and 152, including bores 156 and 158, are machined, an ^ rcsnonse to pressuies beine anplied to cold space 
.ocuratc ««mbly    be P-^^drf there between in . device m^s^vc^ct motion of disphcTr 160. However. 7^ 
siKuUr to that depicted in HGS. 1 and 2. ^           ^^^^^^ ^j^^^       ^ , 

^"V^^i"     f H!*    ^^^^y P'«="^ the compo- extending from piston 162. enabling fonn.tion of • gas 
neou of nOS. 3 lad 4 can be incorporated mto a device ^             between the displacer and piston. Typically, gas 
sumUrtothatofnG. 1 andlbynnpleoeDUngthefoUow. sprfng 166 provides the necessary restorative spring force to 
ing steps: properly resonate the displacer, and does not itself center the 

A. Attach the inner flexure assembly to a moving displacer. Therefore, something is still needed to ensure that 
component, such as the moving component of FIG. 2 displacer 160 docs not bottom out in contact with piston 162, 
provided by numbered elements 34, 62,28, 90,30, 32 35, during normal operation. Such a result can occur where there 
and 22. Il is possible to attach one of flexure assemblies QQiy ^ ^^^^^ since displacer 160 can wander off- 
136 to the moving component of HG. 2 by utilizing a center from its intended centered operating position during 
shrink fit For example, flexure assembly 136, inchid- normal operation. 
ing inner can 138, can be preheated and assembled onto jjj ^j^j^    prevent wandering off-center, a spool valve 
shaft 34 of HG, 2. SubsequenUy, inner stack 62 is 35 1^7            to di^lacer 160 and piston 162 to provide 
mounted onto shaft 34. Similarly, piston 28, shaft 90 ^^Q^^ porting of the displacer 160 relaUve to the piston 162. 
and displacer 22 are mounted thereto. Subsequently, ^            centering port 169 is provided in the guide stem 
alignment of the flexure stack provided by inner flexure of piston 162, and a gas spring centering port 171 is provided 
assembly 136 is checked for alignment of its outer displacer 160 for communicating with port 169 when 
diameter to the outer diameter of piston 28. positioned therealong. When pons 169 and 171 align, gas 

B. The moving component of step A is then inserted into spring 166 is vented to the interior of displacer 160 which 
the stator provided by the device depicted in FIG. 4, does not experience Ibe cyclic pressure variations of spring 
receiving the inner flexure assembly 136 within groove i^^. Hence, spring 166 is periodicaDy vented to the interior 
156. SubsequenUy, an outer flexure assembly con- of displacer 160 (which is at a mean cycle pressure) via 
siructed according to flexure assembly 136 of FIG. 3 is 45 spool valve 167. Ibe valve 167 is open only when displacer 
mounted to an alternator shaft similar to shaft 34 of 260 crx>8se8 a nominal center position relative to piston rod. 
FlO. 2. Ibe second, or outer flexure assembly is in this manner, valve 167 and gas spring 166 ensure reten- 
reoeived within groove 158 ofouter stator ring 152. As tioa of displacer 160 within that centered region of 
was the case for the iimer stator assembly, the outer operation, preventing inadvertent drift that results in contact 
stator assembly can also be shrink fitted (o alternator so or bottoming out with piston 162 or head 170. 
shaft 34. Alignment of the piston outer diameter to the piG. 6 depicts a prior art construction of a conventional 
outer diameter of the inner sutor support ring 150 is displacer 174 sprung to ground via a shaft 176 and a spring 
thereby ensured. arrangement (not shown—but typically a plurality of flexure 

C. Flexure assemblies 30 and 32 are then assembled to bearing assemblies). A working piston 178 is coupled with 
displacer 22 and moxmtcd onto mounting post 90, 55 the moving laminations of an altemator, and forms a scpa- 
forming clearance seal 114 there between. A check is rate free piston from that formed by displacer 174. With this 
performed to conflrm rod seal freedom, and alignment construction, displacer 174 is physically connected to the 
of displacer body seal outer diameter relative to piston device forming bore 180, and provides the bousing structure 
seal provided between post 90 and displacer 22 via of the device. In this manner, application of heat at head 182 
clearance seal 114; and £0 produces reciprocation of displacer 174 within the limits of 

D. Perform electrical checks on the resulting linear alter- the spring structure mounting the displacer in the device. As 
nator (or linear motor) to conflrm operation, and insert a result of motion of displacer 174, worldng fluid Is trans- 
the moving component assembly into position for fcrrcd into and out of cold space 184, causing concomitant 
mounting to the housing, such as module body 44 and motion of piston 178 and an associated moving inner 
end cap 48 of device 10, depicted in FIG. 2. 6S laminatioD of a linear alternator, afBxed thereto. 

A number of alternative assembly techniques are also AccordingtoFIG.7,thedeviceof FIGS, land 2 is shown 
possible which can take advantage of the basic mechanical in simplified schematic form wherein displacer 22 is 
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mounted to pistoD 28 via ficxure beuing assemblies 30 and 
32 and xnountiog post 90. Displacer 22 and piston 28 
reciprocate within a common bore 84. Such a conslructioo 
has at least two potential advantages over the more conven- 
tional displacer spruog-to-grouDd arrangement of FIG. 6: 

A) A more effective tjse is made of the Stirling Cycle 
compression space, thereby reducing dead volume. 

B) Manufacture of the cylinders and seals is simplified 
due to the reduction in required machining tolerances 
and/or the number of concentric surfaces. 

The use of flexure bearing assemblies 30 and 32 in FIG. 
7 to replace the gas spring 166 and ^ool valve 167 of FIG. 
5 will result in the benefits provided by FIG. S, while 
eliminating the disadvantages. Centering of displacer 2 
within head 20 is caused by the springs of assembly 32, 
instead of by gap porting of a gas spring as has been done 
in the past One disadvantage of the FIG. 5 implementation, 
which is overcome by the FIG, 7 implementation, is the 
problem in properly sizing the displacer 160 in relation to 
the gas spring 166 (of FIG. 5). According to ibe HO. 7 
constTuct'oo, the gas spring is replaced by mechanical 
flexure springs, thus eliminating the problem of sizing the 
gas spring. Additionally* it is possible to derive an additional 
advantage when using flexure bearing assemblies 30 and 32. 
Namely, by operating the resulting device under certain 
operating conditions, the absolute amplitude of the displacer 
flexures of assemblies 30 and 32 can be significantly less 
than the relative absolute motion of displacer 22 in relation 
to the volumes within the expansion and compitssion spaoes 
of the device. By operating displacer 22 in synchronizatioo 
with piston 2S, with a lag or lead of less than 90"" phase shift, 
such an enhanced displacement of displacer 22 can be 
realized, ^"tile minimizing the absolute amplitude displace- 
ment of flexure bearing assemblies 30 and 32, wtdch proves 
to be a major factor in determining the stress state of the 
flexure, as well as the fatigue life there along. 

FIG. 7 illustrates a plot of actual displacer flexure ampli- 
tude for the flexures of assemblies 30 and 32 (of FIGS. 1 and 
2) relative to the displacer amplitude ''seen" by the com- 
pression aod expansion spaces for various piston amplitudes 
and phase angles. For example, if one wants to sweep X 
amplitude of expansioo/oompression space with the dis- 
placer and the piston is moving X amplitude (X^-1.0) at 
all phase angles greater than 60*, the displacer flexure will 
have an absolute amplitude greater than X. However, below 
60'' in phase angle, the flexure amplitude falls below X. In 
the limit, at a 0* phase angle, the displacer flexure amplitude 
is at 0. Essentially, no Stirling Cycle operation can be 
realized under this operating condition. other ratios of 
Xp/X arc also shown in FIG, 7. 

The resulting effect, plotted in FIG, 7, can be exploited to 
expand the applicability of current flexures (according to the 
above mentioned design constraints on amplitude/ 
frequency/stress) if the Stirling Cycle can be configured to 
operate cflfcciivcly at the "lower^ pislon-displacer phase 
angles. Hence, a flexure supported displacer 22, carded on 
assemblies 30 and 32, can be constructed to operate under 
conditions of amplitude, stress, and frequency that would 
not be possible if the displacer were sprung solely to ground, 
according to the constructioa of FIG, 6. Furthermore, the 
benefits of having completely free piston operation between 
the displacer and power piston, according to the coostniction 
of FIG. S, can also be received, without haviog the problem 
of the displacer drifting from its intended centered position 
(which is a concern when utilizisg the implemeniation of 
no. 5). 

Another flexure bearing improvement which can be 
implemented on the devices of FIGS. 1 and 2 is the 
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improved construction for flat spiral ^ring 54, as shown in 
FIG. 8. The improvement consists of a plurality of apertures 
58 that are formed within the spring for purposes of reducing 
the flerure mass and providing access boles through the 

S flexure. An alternatively constructed flat spiral spring 254 
(see FIG. 9) was disclosed in the parent U.S. patent appli- 
cation Ser. No. 08AO5,156, filed on JuL 30, 1993, entitled 
''Improved Flexural Bearing Support, with Particular Appli- 
cation to Stirling Machines", listing the inventor as Carl D. 

10 Beckett et al, aod alretdy incorporated by reference: 
However, the low mass improvement fcattu'cs of FIG. 8 are 
more siuted to the device depicted in FIGS* 1 and 2. 
Optionaily, the flat spiral spring 254 of FIG, 9 can be 
substituted for spring 54 in the device 10 of FIGS. 1 and 2. 

15 FIG. 8 is a plan view of an improved planar flexure, or flat 
spiral spring 54. As illustrated, flexure 54 consists of a 
circular disk of flat sheet metal with attachment boles 186 
distributed near its outer periphery. Clamping of individual 
flexures 54 witbia a suck (such as flexure bearing assembly 

ZQ 3( of FIG. 1 or flexure bearing assembly 136 of FIG. 3) is 
achieved by mounting bolts (not shown) which pass througji 
holes 186 in associated rigid anntilar clamping rings to 
secure the flexure between the inner clampiog diameter 188 
and the outside edge or periphery of a flexure. Additionally^ 

25 thin washer shaped spacers (not shown), which are typically 
deployed between adjacent flexures and the stack, fill the 
gap between the irmer clamping diameter 188 and the 
flerure outer diameter edge. Alignment holes are provided in 
the spacers for rcceivii^ the mounting bolts. 

30 As used herein, the terms "flexure** and "flat spiral spring" 
are used interchangeably to describe springs formed firom a 
fiat sheet of metal having spiral curves cut through it A 
flexure can comprise a single flat spiral spring or a stacked 
plurality of closely adjacent springs separated by spacer 

35 washers that are dtmpcd between the moving memtxrs and 
work in unison. The preferred flexure material for most 
applications is Sandvik 7C27Mo2 valve Steel (Stainless), 
available through Sandvik Steel Company* Strip Products 
Division, Benton Harbor, Mich. The h^h strength and 

40 fatigue resisteot nature of this material contribute to reduc- 
ing the size and weight of the flexure assembly, in compari- 
son with most other readily available candidate materials. 

According to this coostruction, flexure 54 is clamped at its 
center between a central mounting hole 190 and clamping 

45 diameter 192. If spacers are used in the outer regions» others 
of the same thickness with an outside diameter equivalent to 
the diameter 192 and an inside diameter equivaleat to the 
diameter of hole 190 are used in the inner clamping regba. 

Spiral cut kerf 194 extending between outer diameter 188 
50 and inner diameter 192 form the arm(s) of the flexure 54. 

Three arms are illustrated in FIG. 8, but versions with one, 
two and three arms have been successfully implemented in 
practice. Selecting the best shape for the flexure arms is a 
compromise between conflicting objectives. Objectives are 

55 a high axial displacement capability, high surging natural 
frequency, and a high radial stiffness, while maintaining 
stresses well below the endurance limit to provide essen- 
tially infinite flex life. The arm design can be optimized 
using a finite element analysis (FEA) code to maintain 

60 stresses as nearly uniform as possible throughout the ann(s) 
during exteosion. The desired axial sti^ess and radial 
stiffness can be obtaioed by selecting the thickness of the 
individual flexures and the total number of flexures in a 
flexure assembly stack to achieve the desired set of charac- 

6S teristics. Material sekctioD is also a very important param- 
eter which can significantly impact the functionality of the 
design. 
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Apertures 58 &ie then cut along tbc radial outer edge of for additional spring constant* reducing the total [mmbcr of 

eacb kerf 194, opeaiog up the kerf to foim the aperture 5S flexure springs 54 reqwed iu a flexure assembly, such as 
there along. As shown ia FIG. 8, aperture SH extends from assemblies 31 and 32 of FIG. 1. 
a position along kerf 194 between diameter 192 and diam-        According to the optionai constructioD of FIG. 9, it may 
eter 186, and the inner radial edge of aperture 58 follows the s be required to cut a groove (notch) around the base of the 
general cootoui of kerf 194, until it passes diameter 188. flexure, where the flexure attaches to the housing, in order to 
OptbnaUy, aperture 58 can extend completely through the provide for gas flow iberetbrough. Hence, aperture 58 cut 
outer diameter of spring 54, such that a drcumfercntially out in spring 54 of FIG. S eliminates the need for making a 
discontinuous outer edge is provided on the spriog. cut out in the bousing in which the spring is mounted, saving 
However, to facilitate mounting an assembly via holes 186, lO machining time and costs when forming the bousing. For 
it is preferred to leave a thin, or nominal outer diameter edge example, it may be necessary to cut a gas flow path in 
portion along each aperture 58. Furthermore, such nominal module body 44, in order to provide for flow by of gases 
edge portion provides for material around associated mount- through flexure assembly 38 (as depicted in FIG. 1) when 
iag holes 186. utilizing spring 254 of FIG, 9. 

I^eferably, apertures 58 have a radial inner edge surface 15    According to FIG. 9, flat spiral spring 254 has a plurality 
that follows the contour, or defining line of kerf 194, and a of corresponding ker£s 294, similar to that shown in spring 
removed portion that extends from the general path of kerf 54 of FIG. 8. However, spiral cut kerfs 294 extend between 
194, in a radially outward direction. outer diameter 288 and inner diameter 292, adjacent to 

The process used for cutting kerf 194 as well as ^rturc central mounting hole 290, Additiooally, a turn out of kerf 
58 is likewise very important. If the process leaves micro- zo ends296 and298 funcdoos to avoid a stress riser iherealong. 
scopic damage adjacent to kerf 194, or the radial inner edge When clamped together, along the outer adjacent region 
of aperture 58, localized stress risers can lead to premature defined by outer diameter 2S8, a plurality of mounting holes 
faihzre. The preferred methods identified to date are chemi* 286 letaia ^ring 254 withio a machine, during use. Hence, 
cal miUiog and abrasive water jet cutting. Kerf 194 and the cooslrudion of FIG. 9 can be utilized within any of a 
aperture 58 treatmeot is particulaHy important along eacb 25 number of Stirling cycle machines having flexure springs 
eod 196 and 198, respectively, where it is important to avoid and dearance seals therein, including the device depicted in 
stress risers. One technique successfully demonstrated for FIGS. 1 and 2. However; the further additional benefits 
avoiding stress risers at end 196 is to form a turn out of kerf provided in tbc spring 54 of FIG. 8 for reducing mass arc not 
end 196. One technique successfully demonstrated at end realized to the same degree. 
198 is to form a terminating radius 200 where the generating 30    Further additional benefits provided by including aperture 
lioe of kerf line 194 terminates on the outer boundary of 58 in spring 54, according to FIG. 8, results finom the ability 
aperture 58, M^tere it forms the radi&l outermost portion of to route wires through aperture 58 when utHizjcd within a 
the aperture, before stopping short of progressing beyond device. For example, device 10 of FIGS. 1 and 2 shows the 
the outer diameter of spring 54. Hence, radius 200 provides routing of wires through aperture 58 on flexure assembly 36, 
a relief transition by widening the kerf in the region of the 35 enabling the routing of wires 76 to the coils of the linear 
apertuie 58, while allowing for minimi ration of weight in aluroator provided by laminations 40 and 62. It becomes 
the construction of spring 54. According to stress tests done readily apparent that, for some applicatioos, there can be a 
to date, removal of material from the region of aperture 58 problem in finding a way to get wires &om a motor or 
does little to reduce the fatigue life of spring 54. alternator past the flexures to a feed through in the pressure 

Accordingly, the spring 54 of FIG. 8 provides a low mass 40 vessel. For cases where spring 254 of FIG. 9 is utilized on 
flexure that has applications for use where reduced weight is the devices of FIGS. 1 and 2, it is necessary to machine 
required. Additiorially, a gas flow path is provided through special holes or grooves in the surrounding housing in order 
the flexure, via aperture 58. Even furthermore, a path is to provide a path for wire routing. With the utilization of the 
provided through which electrical wiring can be passed io a low mass flexure aocordiag to the oonstniction of FIG. 8, 
device, sudb as b shown in device 10 (of HO. 1). 45 wires can be routed directly through the cut outs, or aperture 

By removing material from the region of aperture 58, the 58 within the flexure ^riog 54. 
mass of flexure of 54 will reduce the mass of the overall        In order to determine the geometry of aperture 58, finite 
macbiDe in which it is mounted. Hence, if a low weight element stress analyses have beeu done to defiae the periph« 
machine is required (e.g., for space application), the reduc- eral contour of aperture 58 such that material is removed 
tioa in mass from material removal in region 58 proves 50 only from the low stress aiea« Such removed material is not 
beneficiaL Additionally, when flexure 54 is being used as the required, because of the low stress, and it has little or iK) 
spring for a ^ring mass system that has to resonate at a impact on the axial or lateral spring rate. In most cases the 
"high" frequency (such as flexures 54 of FIG. 1), the mass material would be removed from the outer surfaces of the 
of each flexure spring 54 adds to the overall mass of the flexure, as shown in FIG. 8. An outer circumferential ring of 
moving springAnass system. Tbus, the more the moving 55 material is preferably retained in order to help retain the 
spring weighs, the higher a spring constant is required for dimensional stability of the flexure, facilitating assembly 
the s>'stem. Hence, a higher spring constant is required for and maintenance of a device containing the flexure therein, 
a higher mass. By eliminating some of the mass through Without the outer ring, the flexure would probably go out of 
removal of material in aperture 58, fewer springs are round and lead to some difSculty in assembHng and ahgning 
required for a given spring/mass system. The foregoing 60 the flexure during assembly of the device and assodated 
occurs because part of the spring is being lised to spring the clearance seals ±ere along. For cases where alignment is not 
flexure mass and part is being used to spring the moving an issue, the outer nominal ring portion can be eliminated in 
component Hence, the material removed from aperture 58 order to realize a further reduction io mass for spring 54. 
would be carried by the spring 54 if it were present, while        FIG. 10 illustrates one alternative coostructioQ for power 
contributing little or nothing to the spring constant of spring 65 module 12 of power generator 10, as previously disclosed in 
54, Hence, reducing the mass of ^ring 54 reduces the FIGS. 1-9. According to this implementation, a power 
overall moving system mass, which fiulher reduces the need module 212 is oonstmcted with aft and forward flexure 
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assemblies 236 and 238^ respectively, mounted to stator 240 a bousiog 444, witbio a circuniferectial receiving groove 
via aft and forward mounting rings 256 and 257, rcspcc- 455. Apiston 428 (along with the inner moving elements and 
lively. The resulting subassembly is then secured tt>gether the stator shaft) is ftttached by way of the shaft to the forward 
with a plurality of dicumfeientiiUy ^aoed-apart threaded flexure assembly 438. An aft flexure assembly is then 
fasteners that engage with threaded bores in ring 257. 5 mouoted onto housing 444 via cylinder 400 and ring 456. 
Additionally, alternating drcumfercniially spaced-apart Stator 440 is supported and carried within cylinder 440, and 
threaded fasteners 279 extend through ring 257 lo secure the installed on bousing 444 with a plurality of separate dedi- 
assembly to housing 244 via a plurality of complementary cated threaded fa&teneis 466. Fasteners 466 comprise a 
threaded bores within bousing 244. With this construction, a plurality of cirounferentially spaccd-apart threaded fasten- 
major subassembly (motor/aJtemator and piston) including lO ers chat engage with complemeotaiy threaded bores in ring 
assemblies 236 and 23S, rings 256 and 257, stator 240, and 457. Ring 457 then seats ia assembly within a cylindrical 
piston 228 (along with the inner moving elements and slator receiving boie 459, and a plurality of alternating circumfer- 
shaft) can be aligned as a subassembly and then mounted to eotiaOy spaced-apart threaded fasteners 478 retain rings 456 
housing244. Finally, housing 248 in the fbnn of an elongate and 457 and tube 400 to housing 444. Cylinder 440 in 
pressure vessel is provided for attachment to bousing 244. 15 assembly provides a sUble platform for ring 456, which in 
Housing 248 is made from a welded three piece thin walled tnm provides a stable support for flexure assembly 436 v^n 
construction, greatly reducing machining costs, as well as combined with stator 440. Cylinder 400 also assists in 
reducing the required length of bousing 244. stabilizing the laminations of stator 440, ensuring that rela- 

Housing 244 forms a cylindrical bore 255 whicb is sized live movement docs not occur between the laminations, 
to receive flexure assembly 238 therein. Additionally, hous- 20 Housing 448 is coostiucted similaily to housing 248 of FIG. 
ing 244 includes another cylindrical bore 259 which is sized 10. 
to receive ring 257 therein. A plurality of the circumferen- In compliance with the statute, the invention has been 
tially spaced-apart threaded fasteners 279 extend completely descnbed in language more or less specific as to structural 
through ring 257 and thread in cngagcmcot with correspond- and methodical features. It is to be understood, however, that 
ing threaded apertures of bousing 244. Additionally, thread 25 the invention is not limited to tbe specific features shown 
fasteners 264 retain together the moving iron laminations of and described, since the means herein disclosed comprise 
the alternator. prefierred forms of putting the invention into effect. Tbe 

According to FIG. 11, another alternative construction for invention is, therefore, daimed in any of its forms or 
a power module of a power generator is disclosed by power modifications within tbe proper scope of the appended 
module 312. Power module 312 includes a subassembly 30 claims appropriately interpreted in accordance with the 
similar to that depicted in FIG. 10, except for the addition of doctrine of equivalents, 
a support cylinder 300. Support cylinder 300 supports and We claim: 
encircles a stator 340, and mounts between an aft and a 1. A thermodynamic machine, comprising: 
forward mounting ring 336 and 338 at each end, rcspcc- ^ bousing having an inlemal chamber; 
lively. Cj'limler 300 forms a tubular member. Apteality of 3S    ^ i^^t^ sutor having a central boie, the slator sup- 
circumfercntially spaced apart threaded fastener 378 retain j        ^„^ ^ bousing; 
a subassembly of the cylinder 300 and nngs 356 and 357 to ^.           .      »      .            , . 
housing 344, similar to the fastening layout on the device of *                               supported for reciprocaUon 
no. 10. Likewise, an alternating plurality of threaded wahin the lammated stator central bore; 
fasteners 380 secure the subassembly together by engaging «    * P»ton carried by the lineai moving element for recip- 
within complementary threaded bores in ring 357» Hence, rocation within a cylinder bore of the chamber and 
cy]mder300 is retained in ass e mbly between rings 356 and at least one flexure bearing assembly inchiding radially 
357, then mounted to bousing 344. Stator 340 is retained to ^aced connections for connecting in assembly to the 
ring357 via a plurality of the circumfereotially spaced apart linear moving element and the laminated stator, 
threaded fasteners 380. Aft and forward flexure assemblies 45       respectively, for supporting the linear moving element 
336 and 338, respectively, then mount to stator 340 via the for relative axial movement from tbe laminated sUtor. 
a£l and forward mounting rings 336 and 338, respectively. A 2. The machine of claim 1 wherein the laminated stator is 
piston 328 and associated inner moving elements and stator carried along a first end by the bousing, and tbe flexure 
shaft are supported for movement within stator 340 by rings bearing assembly ooooects with tbe linear moving element 
356 and 357 at each end. Threaded fasteners 364 hold 50 and the laminated stator along a second end of the laminated 
together the moving iron laminations of the alternator. stttor. 
Housing 348 is constructed similarly to bousing 248 of FIG. 3. Tbe machine of claim 2 wherein the at least one flexure 
10. bearing assembly comprises a first flexure bearing assembly 

The resulting subassembly of FIG. 11 is then mounted to configured to connect the linear moving element and the 
housing 344, ^ith ring 357 being mounted within groove ss laminated stator along a first end of the laminated stator, and 
359 and assembly 338 being received in groove 355. a second flexure bearing assembly configured to connect the 
According to this coDStructioo, aft flexure assembly 336 is linear moving element and tbe housing along a second end 
mounted to ring 357 via cylinder 300 and ring 356. Cylinder of the laminated stator. 
300 functions in the subassembly to pre-align the stacks or 4. The machine of claim 1 wherein the piston is carried 
laminations that form stator 340, and CO align stator 340 with 6Q within the cylinder bore so as to form a clearance seal 
rings 356 and 357 at each end. Furthermore, cylinder 300 tbereberweeQ. 
provides a stable platform for aft flexure assembly 336 and 5. The machine of claim 1 wherein tbe stator comprises a 
imparts critical alignment therealong. cantilever carried at one end by the bousing. 

FIG. 12 illustrates yet another alternative construction for 6, The machine of daim 1 further comprising a support 
a power module of a power generator and is generally 63 c)'linder configured to encase tbe laminated stator. 
descaled with reference numeral 412. According to this 7. The machine of claim 1 further comprising an elon- 
constniction, a forward flexure assembly 438 is mounted to gated end cap carried by the bousing such that the laminated 
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sUtor and the ajdal member arc supported by tbc body and 
eDcased wiUiin the elongated end cap. 

8. The machine of claim 1 wherein the linear moving 
element comprises a moving portioa of an alternator. 

9. The machine of claim 1 wherein the linear moviog 
element comprises a moving portion of a motor. 

10. A piston and displacer assembly con£gured to be 
movably supported witbio a chamber in a housing of a 
thermal regenerative machine, comprising: 

a piston constructed and arranged to conununicatc witb a 
working gas in the chamber, and supported for recip- 
location within a bone of the chamber; 

a displacer constructed and arranged to communicate with 
the worldng gas in the chamber; and supported for 
reciprocation within a bore of the chamber; and 

at least one f cxwe bearing assembly including radially 
spaced connections for connecting in assembly to the 
piston and the displacer, respectively, for accommodat- 
ing relative axial movement between the piston and the 
displacer, 

the flexure bearing assembly configured to provide a 
spring having a spring constant sized to realize a 
piston-lo-dbpUcer phase aagle in operatioa of at most 
60 degrees. 

11. The assembly of claim 10 further comprising at least 
one flezvre bearing assembly including radially spaced 
connections for connecting in assembly to the piston and the 
housing, respectively, for accommodating relative axial 
movement of the piston within the hovsing chamber. 

12. The assembly of claim 10 wherein the piston is 
si^ported within a piston bore so as to form a clearaoce seal 
there between. 

13. The assembly of claim 10 wherein the displacer is 
supported within a displacer bore so as to form a clearance 
seal there between. 

14. The assembly of claim 10 funber comprising an 
elongate member carried by the piston at a first end, and 
afiExed to the at least one flexure bearing assembly at a radial 
inner-most conoection. 

15. The assembly of claim 10 wherein the piston and the 
displacer are supported for reciprocation within a single, 
common bore. 

16. An internally mounted flexure bearing assembly for 
coaxial non-rotating linear rcdprocatiog members in power 
conversion machinery, comprising: 

an axial member centered about a reference axis; 
a tubular member having a boUow interior structure, the 

axial member extending at least in part within the 
hollow interior structure of the tubular member; a stator 
disposed within the bollow interioi structure; 

a body configured to support the tubular member along 
one eod; and 

a flexure in the form of at least one fiat spring positioned 
across the hollow interior structure of the tubular 
member, fbc flat spring including radially spaced oon- 
nections for securing the flat spring to be carried by the 
axial member and the tubular member, respectively, for 
aocommodatiDg relative axial movement between the 
axial member and the tubular member. 

17. The assembly of claim 16 wherein the stator com- 
prises a laminated stator. 

18. The assembly of cl aim 16 wherein the tubular member 
comprises a support cylinder. 

19. The assembly of claim 16 wherein the axial member 
comprises a linear moving element. 

20. The assembly of claim 16 wherein the flexure com- 
prises at least one flat spiral spring. 
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21. The assembly of claim 16 wherein the body carries the 

tubular member aloog a first end of the tubular member, and 
the flexure is supported by the tubular member along a 
second end, the flexure being fortber configured to support 

^ the axial member there along. 
22. The assembly of claim 21 further comprising another 

flexure supported by the tubtdax member along the first end, 
the another flexure being configured to further support the 
axial member. 

23. The assembly of d&im 21 further comprising another 
flexure supported by the body adjacent the first end of the 
tubular member, the another flexure being configured to 
further support the axial member. 

24. Tbe assembly of claim 16 wherein the axial member 
comprises a moving portion of an alternator and a piston, in 
operation the piston being driven in reciprocation by cyclic 
pressure oscillations of woridng gas acting against the 
piston. 

20 25. The assembly of claim 16 further comprising a 
mounting ring interposed between tbe flexure and tbe tubu- 
lar member so as to further comprise a flexure bearing 
assembly, the mounting ring being constructed and arranged 
to carry the flexure bearing assembly and the tubular mem- 

25 ber in mounted relation there between. 
26. Tbe assembly of claim 16 wherein the tubular member 

in use is carried in fixed relatioti with a housing of the 
machinery to which the assembly is to be mounted 

27. Tbe assembly of claim 16 wherein the axial member 
30 comprises an elongate and axially movable clement. 

28. A flexure bearing assembly for power conversion 
machinery, comprising: 

an axial member; 
a laminated stator having a hoQow portion, the axial 

member disposed for axial movement in the boUow 
portion; 

a body configured to carry the laminaied stator adjacent 
one end; and 

40 a fiat spring flexure having radially spaced connections 
for securing the flat ^ring flexure to tbe axial member 
and the laminated stator, respectively, for aooommo- 
dating relative accurate axial reciprocation of tbe axial 
member relative to the body. 

4S 29. llie assembly of claim 28 further comprising a 
support cylinder. 

30. The assembly of claim 2S wherein tbe laminated stator 
is carried within the support cylinder. 

31. Tbe assembly of daim 2S wherein the body further 
5Q comprises a cylinder bore sized to reoexve the axial member 

for movement therein. 
32. The assembly of claim 31 wherein the axial member 

comprises a piston supported for movement within the 
cylinder bore. 

55    33. The assembly of claim 32 wherein the piston is 
received within the cylinder bore so as to form a clearance 
seal therebetween. 

34. The assembly of claim 28 wherein the axial member 
further comprises a moving portion of an alternator. 

60    35. Tbe assembly of claim 28 wherein the axial member 
comprises any elongate and axially movable element. 

36. The assembly of claim 28 wherein the flat spring 
flexure comprises at least ooe flat spiral spring. 

37. Tbe assembly of claim 36 wherein the flat spiral spiiog 
65 comprises a first flexure bearing assembly supported by the 

laminated stator along a first end, and a second flexure 
bearing assembly supported adjacent a second end of the 
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lamn&ted sUtor, tbc first and second flexure bearing assem- 
blies configured to support the axial member for accurate 
axial reciprocation relatrvx to the body. 

38. The assembly of claim 2S ^^ereio the axial member 
comprises a movicg portion of an alternator and a piston, in s 
operation the piston being driven for reciprocation via cyclic 
pressure osdUatioos produced by working gas acting against 
the piston. 

39. Tbc assembly of claim 28 further comprising a 
mounting ring interposed between the flexure and the lami- 
nated stator so as to fonn a. flexure bearing assembly, the 
mounting ring being constructed and arranged to cairy the 
flexure bearing assembly and the laminated stator in 
mounted relation therebetween. 


